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I am testifying in opposition to HB 322. HB 322 prohibits the truthful teaching and discussion of painful and difficult
subject areas, and blindfolds our students to the truth. Rather than being divisive and harmful, truthful teaching
enables students to understand our history and the struggles and challenges many people have endured. Issues
such as the Holocaust, civil rights strugges, and Jim Crow laws are not opinon based, and should not be taught in a
"two sides to each story manner.' Men hanging from trees as"strange fruit," the necessity of a Green Book so
African American would .know which hotels would allow them to lodge overnight, and the gassing of millions of
people in the Holocaust, are not subjects that should be shied away from or taught in a sugarcoated and watered
down method. HB 322 does a grave disservice to our future leaders and leaves them ill equipped to understand and
appreciate hatred in our society and how to prevent future atrocities. The Holocaust.s Memorial outside the Ohio
Statehouse is not a "two sided," and ambiguous Memorial. It is testament to evil, and hatred and must be taught
explicitly and truthfully. My great aunt swho were killed in the Holocaust did not die in order for our society to
"understand both sides." The thousands of baby shoes at the US Holocaust .Museum do not represent "two sides to
a story." Please respect history and allow the truthful and accurate teaching of history. That is the definition of an
educated society.

